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1. INTRODUCTION 
It is well known that certain Hopf algebras are free over any group 
algebra of grouplikes. In fact, pointed Hopf algebras are free modules over 
any Hopf subalgebras [4]. Furthermore, for a commutative Hopf algebra 
all objects in the category ~HLJY of left (H, kL)-Hopf ‘modules are free 
k-L-modules where L is any group of grouplikes of H [S]. 
In [S] D. E. Radford has developed criteria when Hopf algebras are free 
over grouplike subalgebras. Using his results we prove that any finite 
dimensional Hopf algebra H is free over any of its semisimple grouplike 
subalgebra ,kL-actually all objects in the category &./fl are free kL- 
modules. This result supports Kaplansky’s conjecture that the size of the 
matrices occurring in any full matrix constituent of a finite dimensional 
Hopf algebra defined over an algebraically closed field k will divide the 
dimension of H [2]. 
Our notation and terminology are essentially that of [6]. We assume 
some familiarity with coalgebras, bialgebras, and Hopf algebras, but 
include most of the definitions and facts relevant to this paper. 
I take this opportunity to thank Professor Warren D. Nichols for his 
kind encouragement and many helpful conversations. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout this paper X: will denot e a fixed field. All vectorspaces 
encountered will be vectorspaces over k and all tensor products are taken 
over k. 
Let C be a coalgebra. A nonzero element c in C is called a grouplike if 
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d(c) = c@ c. This implies E(C) = 1. The set of grouplikes in C, denoted by 
G(C), is k-linearly independent [6], and kG( C), the subspace of C spanned 
by G(C), forms a.subcoalgebra of C. 
If (C, A, a) is a coalgebra and (A, p: q) an algebra, then Hom(C, A)-the 
set of all k-linear transformations from C to A-becomes an algebra under 
“convolution,” i.e., given any two maps f and g in Hom(C, A), their 
product f * g is defined by f * g =,u(f@g) d.The unit in Hom(C, Aj is ??E. 
A bialgebra H is called a Hopf algebra if the identity map has an inverse 
in the convolution algebra Hom(H: H). The inverse is called the antipode 
of H and will be denoted by S. Explicitly, S satisfies ,~(S@id j 0 = 
p(id @ S) A = YE. S is both an algebra and coalgebra antihomomorphism 
[6]. The antipode of a finite dimensional Hopf algebra is a bijection [Q] 
and has finite order 131. For any Hopf algebra H. G(H) forms a group 
under the multiplication inherited from H, and S(g) = gP ! for any g ir 
G(H). So for any subgroup L of G(H), the group algebrajgrorrplike 
coalgebra kL is a Hopf subalgebra of H. 
Let C be a coalgebra. A left C-comodule is a vectorspace M together 
with a map IX M-+C@M satisfying (A@id)~=(id@:uj~ and 
(a 18 id j w = id. A C-comodule M is called simple if its only C-cub- 
comodules are (0) and M. If (M,, pi) and (M,,c+j are two left 
C-comodules, then a k-linear map f: M! -+ M, is a C-comodule map if 
w,f= (idg,f) or. 
Now we are going to introduce the category of left (H, B)-Hopf modules, 
denoted by :JZ, as defined in [S]. Since the proof of our main theorem 
uses a few of Radford’s results in [S], we will state some of his 
propositions and lemmas, which are important to us, without proof. 
Let H be a bialgebra and B a subbialgebra of H. A left (H. B)-Hopf 
module is a left B-module M which is also a left H-comodule in such a way 
that the comodule structure map w is a B-module map. Here the B-mod-me 
structure of HO M comes from its usual B@ B-module structure pulled 
back along d,. Explicitly, w has to satisfy o(b .M) = C b,,lmf;,@bc,, .nz12i 
where ~.(b)=~~~,,@b,,, and o(~~)=Crn(~,B)m,,, for all be3 and 
171 EM. The category of left (H, B)-Hopf modules is denoted by &#. 
Morphisms are left B-module maps which are at the same time left 
H-comodule maps. If C is a subcoalgebra of H with f3C~ C, then all 
objects in t&3 that are in fact C-comodules, form a subcategory, denoted 
by &@. Notice in particular that H is an object in gy,# and C an object 
in $M. 
Result A [S, Proposition 11. Let H be a bialgebra, B a subbialgebra of 
H, and C a subcoalgebra of H such that BC c C. Then all ME E&Y are free 
B-modules if and only if all ME $fl of the form M= BP’ for some simple 
subcomodule V of M are free E-modules. 
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Result B [S: Proposition 21. Let H be a Hopf algebra, L E G(H) a sub- 
group and B = kL. Let M = BVE BH_&’ where VE A4 is a simple sub- 
comodule. Let Cc H be the simple subcoalgebra such that o( Vj c C @ V. 
Let K= (gEL:gC=C}. Then: 
(a) K is a finite subgroup of L. 
Let T be a set of left coset representatives of K in L. 
(b) BC= O,,TgC. 
(c) If N=o -‘(CO M), then NE &J?’ and M= BgE 7g1V. 
(d) M is a free B-module if N is a free kK-module. 
Let H be a Hopf algebra over a field k. Let L be a subgroup of G(H). We 
establish 
every ME ~HLJY is a free kL-module. (*) 
By Results A and B it suffices to show that every NE j&&’ is a free 
kK-module, where K ranges over the finite subgroups of L. With this 
in mind, we now make the additional assumption that L is finite. It 
now follows from Result A that it suffices to establish (*) for finite 
dimensional M. 
Let us now show that, for purposes of proving (*), it is harmless to 
assume that k is algebraically closed: Let k be the algebraic closure of k. 
Write i7= k@ H. Suppose that every ME f,&’ is a free EL-module. Let 
NE FLU&’ be finite dimensional. By assumption, k@ N is a free kL-module; 
by [ 1: Theorem 29.1 l] N is a free kL-module. Hence we can conclude that 
every ME &J# is a free kL-module. 
We assume now that k is algebraically closed. From Result B we further 
deduce that it suflices to show that each NE kcK”/1 is a free kK-module, 
where C is a simple subcoalgebra of H, K a subgroup of L, and gC= C for 
every g E K. When kL is semisimple -we may restrict K to be a cyclic sub- 
group of L. We give the argument in detail, as the discussion in [5] seems 
to be incomplete, even in characteristic zero. 
Let (g) denote the cyclic subgroup of K generated by g E K. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let K be a finite group, and let k be an algebraically 
closed field whose characteristic does not ditlide the order of K. Let N be a 
finite dimensional kK-modu!e. Then N is a free kK-module if N is a free 
k( g )-module for ecery qalic subgroup ( g > of K. 
ProoJ By [l, Theorem 30.161 two kK-modules have the same com- 
position factors if and only if left multiplication by any g E K yields for both 
modules the same eigenvalues, when counted according to their mul- 
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tiplicities. En our case kK is semisimple, so two kK-modules with the same 
composition factors are isomorphic. 
Choose positive integers s: I such that s. dimension N= .(. IKl. For each 
g E K, N(‘! and !kK)“’ are free k( g )-modules of the same dimension, hence 
of the same rank. Thus, by the above, N(‘) is isomorphic to (kKji’) as a 
(kK)-module. Note that if iKI divides the dimension of :V, we may pick 
: = 1, obtaining our desired result. 
Let 21 be the principal character of K. Now z occurs once in the character 
of kK> hence r times in the character of (kK)!“. Thus I = SU, where u is 
the number of times that x occurs in the character of IV. Since 
s. dim N= t. I Ki, it follows that iKI divides dim 37. 
So far we have established: Suppose that kL is semisimpie. If each 
:%?E &>- &! is a free k( g)-module, whenever C is a simple subcoalgebra of 
K, g E L. and gC = C, then each ME r’& is a free kL-module. 
LEMMA 2. Let K = (g > be a finite cyclic group of order n, and let .k be 
an algebraica&.* closed,field whose characteristic does not dit-ide n. Let It’ be 
a finite dimensional kK-module and let L,: N -+ N denote /eft multiplicatioiz 
by g. Then N is a free kK-module if and only if 
(a) the sef of eigencalues of L, is equal to the set of nth roots oJunity, 
and 
(b) ali the eigenspaces of L, hate the same dimension. 
Proqi: A kK-module is the same thing as a k[XJ(x” - 1 )-module, with 
X acting via left multiplication by g. By our assumptions on kX’- 1 splits 
into n distinct linear factors in k[X] and thus our result follows from the 
Elementary Divisor Theorem. 
Suppose that kL is semisimple. We wish to show that if C is a simple 
subcoalgebra of H and gC = C for some g E L, then each 12; E&,,& is a 
free k( g)-module. One special case is N = C. Say 1 (g)/ = n. By ES, 
Lemma 41 there exists a list j,,, . . . . & of nth roots of unity (including all of 
them) and a basis (eii: lsi,jsm) of C -with d(eV)=Cy=! ei,@ce,-; 
s(eU) = 6,) and geV = 2,: r ,$ eij, all i, j. From the previous iemma it follows 
that C is a free k(g)-module if and only if each 12th root of unity appears 
the same number of times in the list i.,, . ..) i,,. Moreover, Radford has 
shown in [IS, Proposition 51 that in this case every NE zcg,M is a free 
k(g)-module; so the case N= C is decisive. 
Note that a prime p will divide the order of a finite group L if and only if 
p divides the order of some element of L. With this in mind, we formulate 
the reduction now established in a way that allows L to be infinite as 
follows. 
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COROLLARY 3. Let H be a Hopf algebra over an algebraically closed 
field k and let L be a subgroup of G(H) such that the characteristic of k does 
not dicide the order of arzJ: element of L. Then all objects in FL&d are free kL- 
modules if and only if whenever C is a simple subcoalgebra of H and gC = C 
for some g E L, then C is a free k( g )-module. 
3. THE M.41~ THEOREM 
Let us introduce some notation needed in the studies involving k(g): 
where (g) is a cyclic group of order IZ and k is an algebraically closed field 
whose characteristic does not divide II. 
Let [E k be a primitive nth root of unity. Define X, = l/n(l + [‘g + 
<2rg2+ ... +gr(n-l,Ig”-l ) for all t E Z. Then we have 
g,~t=xlg=<n-fxl 
XIXj = SirX, 
for all t: jE {O, 1, . . . . n - l} 
x;:J x,= 1 and k(g) 2 Ox_:=,’ kx, as algebras. 
Any k( g)-module M can be written as M= M, 0 Mz @ . .. @ M,, 
where M; = x, _ iM is the eigenspace of L,: M + M for the eigenvalue 5’. 
We see that M is a free k( g)-module if and only if each M, has the same 
dimension; indeed, if Mi has k-basis {m, 1, . . . fniqJ, then the elements 
J> = Crz2 nz;.+ j= 1, . . . . q form a k( g)-basis of M. 
THEOREM 4. Let H be a finite dimensional Hopf algebra oL:er an 
algebraically closedfield k. Let g be a grouplike element of H of order n and 
assume that the characteristic of k does not divide n. If C is a simple sub- 
coalgebra of H with gC = C, then C is a free k< g )-module. 
Proof By [S, Lemma 41 there exists a list I.,, . . . . 2, of nth roots of 
unity and a standard basis {eU : 15 i,j s m} of C such that geV = ibIT l ,Ij ev 
for all i, j. For 0 sjs n - 1, let sj be the number of indices i for which 
3.j = cj’. By [5? Proposition 51 it suffices to show that the SJS are all equal. 
Let V= H(“*), a free right H-module. We think of Y as consisting of 
column vectors, and write the standard basis as E,, . . . . E,. Note that 
M(m, H)-the ring of m x m-matrices with entries in H-acts on V on the 
left as H-module endomorphisms. 
Let U = diag(i, , . ..) I.,). Let V= V,, @ . . . @ V, _ 1 be the decomposition 
of V into the eigenspaces of 77, where Vj corresponds to the eigenvalue lj, 
0 si;j 2 n - 1. Observe that VJ is a free H-module with basis {Ed: Ri = ei} of 
cardinaiity sj. 
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We shall use subscripts on the left to denote the eigenspaces of left 
multiplication by g, where this action is via the matrix diag(g, . . . . g). For 
example, i Vj = ?c,, ~ ; V, = {G E V,: gc = sic > where x, is defined as before. 
In this notation, i may be any integer. 
Let M = (e,), and write S(M) = ( S(eQ)), where S is the antipode of ZZ. 
Since S(Mj 34 = Z,E = MS(M), M acts as an H-module automorphism of V’, 
The equations ge, = 2,: i j.j eV, 15 i, js rrz, are equivalent to the matrix 
equation gM = C:-‘MU Pick tije Vj, and write -hf~~= xi’:: IV;, where 
I-!‘~ E Vi, each i, Now we have Cy=,i gij’i = gMej = G:- ‘MUrj = 5’U- ‘34~~ = 
<icr-l -y;y=; ,l’i = ;j x.:‘:d c;-‘wi=~;~, {j-‘wj. Thus MVjc~;&VI, 
each i. Since MV= V, we must have My, = Cy:eb- i Vim Thus, since M 
acts injectively, dim Vj = x;:d dim(jp i Vi). Decomposing Vjz we ger 
x::‘:d dim(jpi I<;j =x;:d dim(j-i Vi). 
Recall that. for 0 $j s II - 1, V, is the direct sum of si copies of ZZ. Thus we 
have C:!:d s,dim(,-,H) =~~~~.~~dirn(~-JZ), or ~;~~(s,-s,j dim(i-iHj=O. 
Select j so that 5.; is minimal. Since dim(:-,H) > 0 for all i, we see that 
si = si, all t, as required. 
THEOREM 5. Let H be a finite dimensionai Hopf algebra over a field k 
and‘ iet L be a subgroup of G(H). Assume that the characteristic of k does 
not divide 1 Li. Then ecery ME &,4 is a free X-L-module. 
Proof: This is immediate from Theorem 4, Corollary 3, and Theorem 
29.11 of [I]. 
Because of its importance we state Theorem 5 for the special case M = H 
separately. 
THEOREM 6. A finite dimensional Hopf algebra is a ,free module over an!! 
qf’ its semisimple group algebras oJf grouplikes. 
We linish giving two propositions to Theorem 6. 
PROPOSITIO?i 7. Let H be a finite dimensional Hopf algebra over a field k 
of characteristic 0. Then the number of one-dimensiotzal ideals of H divides 
:he dimeizsion of H. 
Proof: There is a one-to-one correspondence between the grouplikes of 
H* and the one-dimensional ideals of H given by: x E G(H*) corresponds 
to the one-dimensional ideal L, = {h E H: xh = x(.x) h for all .X E H} [3 1. By 
Theorem 6 IG(H*)I divides dim H and the result follows. 
PROPOSITION 8. Let H be a finite dimensional Hopf aigebra over afield k 
of characterisric 0. Then the order of the antipode S divides 4. dim H. 
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ProoJ In [3] it has been shown that the order of the antipode S 
divides 4.l.c.m.{IG(H*)I, IG(H)I}. By Theorem 6 both IG(H*)I and 
IG(H)I divide dim H and we are done. 
We observe that the last two propositions could have been stated under 
somewhat less restrictive conditions on the characteristic of k. 
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